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QUESTION: 113 
Why should an Advanced Access Control web server be placed at this Reasearcher's 
location? 

A. Adding an Advanced Access Control web server will provide better load balancing 
across existing hardware. 
B. Adding an Advanced Access Control deployment makes administration more cost-
effective for the Reasearcher. 
C. Adding an Advanced Access Control deployment expedites administrative changes 
because the approval chain is closer to the Reasearcher 
D. Adding an Advanced Access Control deployment enables the Researcher to incorporate 
their own security standards. 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 114 
Which endpoint analysis solution does Soler Health Systems need to implement to meet 
their access requirements for employees and customers? 

A. Advanced Access Control Continuous Scans 
B. Advanced Access Control Endpoint Analysis Scans 
C. Advanced Access Control Endpoint Analysis Scans and Third-Party Scanning Solutions 
D. Advanced Access Control Continuous Scans and Advanced Access Control Endpoint 
Analysis Scans 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 115 
To meet the access requirements for the remote employees,how should the scanning 
solution be implemented? 

A. Create a continuous scan to ensure that the proper antivirus software is running on the 
client device while connected to the network 
B. Create a continuous scan to check the registry for the asset tag and to ensure that the 
proper antivirus software is running on the client device while connected to the network 
C. Create a continuous scan to check the registry for the asset tag and to ensure that the 
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proper antivirus software is running on the client device for web applications 
D. Create a continuous scan to checks for security updates,scans the operating system and 
ensures that the appropriate version of the antivirus software is installed. 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 116 

Why would you create a continuous scan?
 

A. The continuous scan ensures that the antivirus software is running.This is also the only 
way to check for an asset tag. 
B. The continuous scan ensures that the antivirus software is installed. This is also the only 
way to check for an asset tag. 
C. A continuous scan is the only way to implement restrictions for access to web 
applications 
D. A continuous scan supports both internal and external users of web applications 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 117 
Soler Health Systems plans to allow some research organizations over whom they have no 
jurisdiction access to confidential published content that is specific to each vendor.Which 
features of Access Gateway Advanced Edition should you recomment to best maximize the 
overall security for Soler Health Systems environment in a cost-effective manner? 

A. Split tunneling,two-factor authentication,and endpoint analysis.Users will access by 
means of Active Directory guest accounts. 
B. Split tunneling,two-factor authentication,and end-point analysis. Active Directory 
authentication should be used,necessitating the need for the creation of user accounts. 
C. Split tunneling,SSL client certificate,and endpoint analysis. Users will access by means 
of a shared Active Directory account with guest privileges. 
D. Split tunneling,SSL client certificate,and endpoint analysis. Active Directory 
authentication should be used;user accounts will be required. 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 
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QUESTION: 118 
How would you give each researcher access to the ResData+ application to ensure that 
Soler Health Systems' business requirements are met? 

A. Provide research organizations with a Web Interface site URL 
B. Provide each research with a unique Web Interface site URL 
C. Provide each research with a unique logon point URL and logon credentials.Implement 
policies to ensure that they can only access the ResData+ application from the default 
navigation page. 
D. Provide research organizations with a logon point URL and logon 
credentials.Implement policies to ensure that they can access applications form the default 
navigation page. 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 119 
Why is providing each researcher with a unique logon point RUL and then implementing 
policies the best option? 

A. By providing each researcher with a unique logon point,administrators can specify 
conditions that can be used for endpoint analysis scans which can be incorporated into 
policies for each researcher.Policies are required to ensure access to appropriate 
applications from the logon point. 
B. By providing each researcher with a unique logon point,administrators can ensure that 
the appropriate applications are available to specific research organizations. Policies 
regulate which type of information a researcher can see while accessing the ResData+ 
application.  
C. By providing each researcher with a unique logon point,administrators can regulate 
which type of information a researcher can see while accseeing the ResData+ application. 
Policies ensure that the appropriate applications are available to specific research 
organizations 
D. Providing each researcher with a logon point ensures that all researcher transactions 
remain confidential.Policies regulate which type of information a researcher can see while 
accessing the ResData+ application 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 120 
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Which group of options for Password Manager best meets the needs of Soler Health 
Systems? 

A. Password policies,application definitions and user configurations with provisioning,Self- 
Service Password Reset and Hot Desktop. 
B. Password policies,application definitions and user configurations with Self-Service 
Password Reset and Hot Desktop. 
C. Password policies,application definitions and user configurations 
D. Default password policies, application definitions and user configurations with 
provisioning and Hot Desktop 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 121 
How many Citrix Passwrod Manager password policies should be created for the 
applications in Soler Health Systems' internal environment? 

A. None:The domain password policy can be implemented by Soler Health Systems for 
both the HumRes+ and ResData+ applications 
B. One for both the HumRes+ and ResData+ applications 
C. One for the HumRes+ applications;The ResData+ application can use the domain 
password policy 
D. Two:One for the HumRes+ application and one for the ResData+ application 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 

QUESTION: 122 

Why should these password policies be used for Soler Health Systems' applications? 


A. ResData+ has both internal and external user bases.  
B. It is easier to maintain this administratively 
C. These applications are hosted at two different data centers and will be managed by two 
different administrative groups. 
D. These two mission critical applications have separate security requirements 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback@ 
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